
New technology has enabled us to be freer and less
dependent on traditional office workplaces. Distance
working is more and more common; our meetings are
increasingly virtual; fixed workstations are replaced by
hot-desking; and large, expensive conference rooms
are replaced by small, technology-packed cubbyholes.

New times also require a new way of thinking with
regard to office furniture. The GLOBE range is based
around a modern, mobile and active workplace:

• The higher seating position ensures a better outlook,
 better reach and better ergonomics.

• The rounded seat and back makes sitting more
 dynamic and active.

• Theshapeandflexibilityoftheball-shapedback support
  the upper body and the arms at various angles.

• The ball-shaped footrest provides an even greater
 variety of sitting positions.

• With “roll-on, roll-off ergonomics” that suit most
 people, without the need for time-consuming,
 complex adjustments.

The Globe Concept was developed by the Norwegian
designer Peter Opsvik, renowned for the classic high
chair Tripp Trapp, the office chair Capisco and the
revolutionary Balans concept. Together with its
cooperative partner Moment AB, the Opsvik company
has developedan entirely new concept for the modern
and flexible workplace. The Globe Concept was created
to inspire curiosity and make sitting active – in both
public spaces and offices.

 Conventional workplaces will be challenged by
 compact units that better suits our new, more
 flexible and IT-driven way of working.

 Peter Opsvik

COMPACT WORKING – THE GLOBE CONCEPT
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Design: Peter Opsvik



 Forest 626 Onyx 620

 Red 621 Royal 605

PEDESTAL COLOURS  FABRIC COLOURS STANDARD (FREE OF CHARGE)

   Fabric seat  Fabric back

Black  White  Silver Onyx 620  Onyx 620
Black White  Silver Red 621  Red 621
 White  Silver Royal 605  Royal 605
   Black Forest 626  Forest 626

   FABRIC COLOURS OPTIONAL*

   Citrus 651 Paradise 650 Pewter 663
   Cyan 653 Swizzle 648 Pimento 647

 Citrus 651 Cyan 653 Paradise 650

 Pewter 663 Pimento 647 Swizzle 648

FABRIC COLOURS OPTIONAL

FABRIC COLOURS STANDARD

GLOBE TWO based on the height of its sitting position and foot support, provides 
the body with freedom of movement and energy. The increased seating height and 
ball footrest provide maximum support for the back and shoulders. The GLOBE 
TWO serves as an excellent conference chair for conducting efficient meetings 
around a slightly higher conference table. (The recommended table height is
approx. 90 cm.) The Globe Two also serves as a special waiting room chair; it is 
easy to sit on, it feels good when sitting slightly higher up and one can quickly get 
up from it. The ergonomic design suits most people, thereby eliminating time-
consuming chair adjustments.

Width 89 cm
Seat height 63 cm

* Expences for optional fabric will be added (approx 90 €). 
We recommend OMEGA PLUS fabrics from Bradbury Ltd. 
For other colours and fabrics than optional, expences for 
customising will be added.


